Amendment 14A below was lodged as a manuscript amendment under Rule 9.10.6. The Presiding Officer has agreed under that Rule that amendment 14A may be moved at the meeting of the Parliament on 2 February 2016. Amendment 14A will be debated in group 10. Amendment 14A will be called immediately after amendment 14 (on page 12 of the Marshalled List of Amendments).

A line numbered version of amendment 14 is included below for ease of reference.

Section 17B

Angela Constance

14* In section 17B, page 17, line 32, at end insert—

<(4A) The Scottish Ministers may by regulations modify the list in subsection (3D) so as to amend, remove or add to the matters for the time being mentioned in the list.>

5 (4B) Before making any regulations under subsection (4A), the Scottish Ministers must consult such persons as they consider appropriate.>

Angela Constance

14A As an amendment to amendment 14, line 5, leave out <(4A)> and insert <(1), (3A)(c) or (4A) or under the definition of “learning hours” in subsection (5)>